Tell Me About Yourself...

*Questions to encourage students to share their stories and take ownership of their narratives*

*From Hermeneutics*
- If I were your closest friend, what would I already know about you?
- What could make your college experience more interesting?
- What’s it like to be you right now?

*From Self-Authorship*
- Tell me about challenges you’ve encountered so far. How have you approached them?
- What parts of college have brought you the most joy or satisfaction so far? Why do you think that is?
- How are you the same and different from when you began college? How can you explore that growth more?

*From Strengths-Based Advising*
- What settings bring out your best?
- Tell me about a good day you had recently. What made it such a good day?
- How would you describe the person you want to become? What will it take to grow toward becoming that person?

*From Appreciative Advising*
- What were you doing the last time you lost track of time?
- Tell me a story about a time you positively impacted another person’s life.
- Who are your two biggest role models? What about them do you hope to emulate?
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